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Policies concerning member categories in the FBBSI  
 
Founder breeding club: 4 voices  
BVWS e.V. (DE)  
GWS Schweiz (CH)  
BBS KTK (HU)  
conclusive enumeration.  
 

Breeding club: 3 voices  
Of the national FCI-association as WSSD breeding club recognized, which supports the goals of FBBSI.  
Admission by board resolution.  
 

Breeders Group (ZG): 1 voice  
Communities of at least two FCI recognized WSS breeders, which want to do more than fulfilling the minimum breeding policies 
of their country by supporting the goals of the FBBSI. Breeders of a breeder community must also be members of a founding 
breed club / breed club of the FBBSI or a partner of the FBBSI. If a breeder no longer meets these requirements, he will lose his 
membership in the breeders group without further ado. 
 
A maximum of two ZG per country independent of present existing and admitted WSSD breeding clubs. 
 
Simultaneous membership of FCI recognized WSSD breeders in WSSD breeding clubs and up to one ZG is allowed.  
 
Within one ZG FCI recognized breeders from different FCI countries can unite. The ZG will be counted to the country where the 
domicil of the qouted responsible person ist. Alteration ist possible after notification by ZG.  
Admission by board resolution. 
 
 

Partnership: without right to vote 
If Organizations, breeders or breeders groups (ZG) support the goals of FBBSI, but a membership is not (yet) possible due to 
formal circumstances, they may join as partners.  
E. g. breeders in countries where the WSS is not (yet) acknowledged, organizations, research institutions, producer and 
provider in scientific or cynological divisions. Non-conclusive enumeration.  
Admission by board resolution. 
 

Honorary membership: without right to vote  
Particularly deserved persons. Appointment upon the request of the board by the general assembly with 2/3 of the delivered 
voices.  

 
The Board of the FBBSI is authorized to issue implementing provisions to the present policies. 
 

On the occasion of the general assembly from 4th October 2019 revised policies. 

Solely the German version of the policies shall be legally binding. 
 

 


